Mourne Dew Distillery
Ambient

Background
Mourne Dew Distillery is the first legal distillery to operate in the Mournes for
many centuries. We are the inheritor of a distilling tradition that has endured
through the tumultuous history of this great island.
In early September 2018, Mourne Dew Distillery launched its first gin, Kilbroney;
a beautiful, premium Irish gin. Next came a distinctly flavoured, Ruby Irish Gin. In
recent generations it had become a folk memory but now memory is reality and
Mourne Dew Distillery is part of the renaissance in Irish distilling. We are a fusion
of ancient and modern in that old recipes have been updated using modern
technology. Tried and tested techniques are augmented with cutting edge
distillation and flavour development processes to produce outstanding awardwinning liqueurs.
Over time we will be introducing many new products to market but we truly
believe that our current offerings of award winning Kilbroney and Rostrevor gins

and Pooka poitíns are the finest examples of their genres that you will come
across. We hope you will agree!
In April 2021 the distillery launched are a Premium Irish Vodka and a unique Wild
Mourne Rose Irish Vodka. Both have been distilled six times using the small
distillery’s vacuum distillation process for smoother and stronger flavours and
have 40 percent ABV. The new vodkas are now being distributed throughout the
UK and the island of Ireland.
Mourne Dew has employed an ethnobotanist to scour the mountains, foraging
local botanicals. This has enabled the company to build up a library of very
special tinctures using the low temperature, vacuum distillation process to gently
extract the flavours from the delicate flora.
The company is enjoying success in international markets such as France and
Germany with its ever expanding product range and is just about to enter the
spirits market in the US.

Product Range
KILBRONEY PREMIUM IRISH GIN - 42% ABV
ROSTREVOR RUBY IRISH GIN - 40% ABV
POOKA NO.1 BLEND IRISH POITÍN - 43% ABV
POOKA HAZELNUT POITÍN LIQUEUR - 35% ABV
IRISH WHISKEY - 43%
IRISH SINGLE MALT - 43%
PREMIUM IRISH VODKA - 40%
MILD MOURNE ROSE IRISH VODKA - 40%

Customers
Lidl NI
Lidl Ireland

Awards held
International Wine and Spirit Competition (IWSC) 2020: Gold for Rostrevor

Ruby Irish Gin & Bronze for Kilbroney Premium Irish Gin

Contact this supplier
Noel Farrell & Donal Farrell
Typerite Building,
Milltown East Industrial Estate
Warrenpoint
Co Down
Newry
BT34 3PN
+44 028 4175 4879
+44 (0) 7828 042041
noel@mournedew.com
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